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ABSTRACT
With the growth of the popularity of various P2P file-sharing
systems, the tussle between ordinary P2P users and copy-
right protectors becomes more and more fierce. The con-
tests of servers (supernodes), the key components of these
systems, have turned to be the focus of the combat. Some
copyright protectors or pollution companies have established
their own servers so as to control more users and pollute the
whole system, while the users also take measures to iden-
tify these fake servers and prevent files from being polluted.
To our knowledge, we are the first to study fake servers in
eDonkey networks.

We developed a dedicated crawler and traced eDonkey
users for over 24 days. Based on our measurements, we
find that fake servers, which account for more than 59.4%
in number although, don’t work well in attracting ordinary
users. The users, who have once connected to one of these
fake servers, take only 30.9% of all traced users. Even worse,
the low stay time ratio of users on fake server shows that
fake servers lack mechanisms or incentives to keep users stay
longer. However, we cannot underestimate the potential in-
fluences of fake servers yet. From our analysis, fake servers
indeed disturb users’ stay distribution at the rank of nor-
mal server. Taking the popularity distribution of servers
(Zipf-like) into account, we suggest that copyright protec-
tors should try to control several popular servers instead of
setting up many unpopular ones. Furthermore, the proba-
bility of potential contacts between good and bad users is
high enough (94%). For copyright protectors, utilizing these
frequent contacts to spread viruses or polluted files will bring
great trouble or even disasters for eDonkey networks.

In addition, the existing method (blacklisting) cannot
keep up with the dynamic updates of fake servers, so we pro-
posed an online heuristic feature-based detection method.
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We think it can be adopted by client software developers for
real-time fake server detection.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Distributed
Systems

General Terms
Measurement, Experimentation
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1. INTRODUCTION
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks are becoming more and

more popular across the Internet in last few years and the
flows of P2P traffic have accounted for more than 80% of
the total traffic recently. While users are enjoying the easy
and fast way to get free files they wanted at home, mu-
sic and movie industries have taken measures silently to
save their potential incomes. The fight on free sharing be-
tween widespread network users and copyright protectors
has lasted for nearly a decade on these P2P networks. In
case of copyright infringement, some copyright protectors
like RIAA and MPAA1, have tried their best to prevent
the illegal diffusion of copyrighted products, such as suit-
ing P2P corporation (Napster), spreading fake or polluted
files, launching poisoning and viruses attacks etc. Among
them file pollution is the widely used scheme to protect the
copyrights of video/audio products. In the case, copyright
protectors (and/or pollution companies hired) deliberately
inject polluted (or fake) files into P2P networks. Conse-
quently, they hope that the polluted files will be propagated
across the whole network by the direct file exchanges among
users. Up to now, most present studies on this issue put
their emphasis on the measurements and modeling of file
pollution [2-5].

In fact, it’s the infrastructures of these systems that
determine the adoption of file pollution scheme instead of
other methods. Nowadays the most important and widely-
used P2P networks for vast data sharing, such as BitTorrent,
1RIAA (Recording Industry Association of America) is the
trade group that represents the U.S. recording industry.
MPAA (Motion Picture Association of America) are the
advocate of the American motion picture, home video and
television industries. Both of them commit themselves to
protecting intellectual property rights worldwide.
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eDonkey (eMule) and PPLive, are all hybrid structured net-
works coordinated by a small number of trackers. For they
aren’t fully decentralized P2P systems, copyright protectors
can build their own servers to mislead naive users into traps
and/or to collect users’ important information simultane-
ously for later suitable legal actions. In this paper we name
these servers as fake (or spy) servers. However, compared
with the file pollution, which has been discussed in many
papers, the problem of fake server has not been well studied
to the best of our knowledge. We will pay our attention on
these servers and report our measurement-based study on
them in the eDonkey networks in the paper.

As we know, the main purposes of fake servers are col-
lecting IP addresses as suiting copyright infringement testi-
mony, polluting files and misleading users. As they aren’t
genuine servers which try to serve for other peers, these fake
ones will behave in different ways. Once one connects to a
fake server, some nasty consequences follow. Firstly, the fake
servers will record this user’s shared files, IP address, and
its activity as suiting testimonies. Then more fake servers
will be added into the user’s server list. Thus the chance
of reconnecting to fake servers increases as the user joins
the system later. Even worse, the search results returned
from the fake server are all non-existent files, or corrupted
fake files. As a result, the ordinary user is turned to be the
poisoning source unintentionally if it downloads some files.
Therefore, it’s important to evaluate the effects brought by
fake servers. But so far the estimates are mostly based on
individual cases or experiences posted in forums and web-
sites. We wish to put forward the research into a more
systematic and panoramic scope. A measurement platform
is designed and implemented for this goal. Our platform is
composed of three components, which will be discussed in
detail in section 3. Through analyzing the collected datasets
for 24 days, some conclusions are reached. We list the main
contributions of the paper as follows:

1. Fake servers dominate in the quantity of system servers.
More than 59.4% servers crawled are fake ones, and
they have been listed and posted in blacklist on some
forums. Besides, adopting our online FSD component,
we also observed that 22.1% servers are potential fake
ones, which try to hide their identities by changing
their IP addresses frequently. They are hard to be
detected by ordinary users and recorded in blacklist.

2. Despite their advantages in quantity, fake servers can-
not catch primary or expert users. A little to our sur-
prise, the ratio of users who have ever connected to
fake servers is just 30.9%, and these users cheated tend
to self-rescue themselves by reconnect to other normal
servers at last. That is, the fake servers don’t work
well in destroying and polluting the eDonkey systems.

3. It’s revealed that fake servers have obvious character-
istics of geographical clustering. Based on our mea-
surement, more than 73.9% fake servers are located
in North America. This observation that most fake
servers are operated in regions where laws for copyright
protections are rigid and integrated, make us believe
that most fake servers are manipulated by specific in-
stitutions or companies instead of individuals. That is,
the establishments of fake servers are mass behaviors
instead of personal deed.

4. Users’ behaviors on server selection indeed are influ-
enced by fake servers. And the probability of potential
contacts between good and bad users is high. These
contacts will increase the chances of potential pollu-
tion diffusion, so we cannot underestimate the poten-
tial troubles brought by fake servers.

5. Last but not the least, based on mining on the features
of fake servers, in the paper we propose FSD, a real-
time server detecting method. We think the method
can be imported as a check module into the client for
fake server detection.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In sec-
tion 2, we will introduce some related work on P2P mea-
surements and our motivation for the work. In section 3,
the details of our crawler and the collected trace from eDon-
key networks will be discussed. Based on our measurements,
we will estimate the popularity and the influences brought
by fake servers in Section 4. In addition, the behaviors of
clients that connect to fake servers are analyzed and some
suggestions to users and protectors are raised. Finally, in
Section 5 we will draw some conclusions and future work
are given.

2. RELATED WORK
With the inborn nature of free sharing of various P2P

networks, the combat between the copyright protectors and
free users of these networks becomes more and more fierce.
As the tussle is still going on in commercial and industry
fields, some measurement-based or theoretic works have ap-
peared in academic field. These studies pay great attention
on the pollution or anti-pollution of various P2P networks.
As far as we know, [3] is the first work which tries to reveal
the extent of pollution diffusion in FastTrack networks. It’s
observed that the pollution is widely spread and is especially
pervasive for recent popular songs. In addition, the pollu-
tion of these pop songs are much more serious than that
of the old classic ones, based on which the authors guess
that there are some organizations or companies who try to
spread fake files deliberately for protecting the copyright of
these new published files. The following studies [2, 4, 5]
have done much in modeling of the pollution propagation
through theoretic analysis. In [4] the authors modified the
well-known model for disease spread. Based on the aug-
mented model, they have also proposed and discussed some
counter-measures for the diffusion of polluted files. In [5],
some non-linear differential equations are presented and the
authors developed a suite of fluid models that reveal the
process of pollution proliferation in P2P systems.

As for the eDonkey network , there are many measurement-
based work which tries to characterize the system from dif-
ferent points of view. In [6], a 12-day dataset is analyzed
and the traffic profiles of eDonkey network are presented.
Based on the logs of eDonkey server, [7] presents some stat-
icstial characteristics on clients’ behaviors, such as request
frequency, relationship among clients, and so on. [8] takes
an active-probing measurement method and the characteris-
tics of servers, clients and files are given comprehensively on
eDonkey network. Unfortunately, there is little work which
tries to evaluate the functionalities and threats faced by the
key component of these partially decentralized systems -
servers (or super nodes). Even in [8], which have mentioned
servers in P2P systems, doesn’t differentiate the fake servers



Figure 1: eDonkey Network Architecture

from the normal ones. Their conclusions are some simple
statistics, which reflect users’ behaviors and preferences to
some extent. Our work is the first experimental study, which
focuses on fake servers in eDonkey systems. By tracing the
long-time switching behaviors of ordinary users, we identi-
fied the fake servers and evaluated the effects of different
strategies which have been adopted by fake server operators
as the counter-measure by copyright protectors.

Generally speaking, there are two kinds of measurement
methods which are adopted by most works: the passive mon-
itoring and active crawling. In [7], the authors retrieved
datasets directly from the server’s database. In these log
files, some simple activities of ordinary peers are recorded.
The disadvantages of these datasets are obvious. Because
these records are mainly used for the maintenance of the
system and retracing of vicious users, it’s not enough for re-
searchers to study the behavior of each peer deeply. Besides,
most server operators are unwilling to open the data. The
results based on only one or several servers aren’t represen-
tative. Because the protocols of eDonkey are opened, the
researchers can develop their own clients for data collection.
In [8], the active probing of other peers may give a com-
prehensive view compared with past works. To study the
mass behavior of clients as well as servers comprehensively,
the crawler which can meet the requirements of our need are
developed.

3. MEASUREMENT PLATFORM

3.1 Measurement background
EDonkey is a very popular P2P network for large file

replication(mostly movies, pocketed music or softwares, hun-
dreds to thousands of mega-bytes in size in general). For the
convenience of peer management and searching, it adopts
the two-level hierarchical structure (client and server) which
is shown in Fig.1 [6]. One client(user) should firstly join in
the eDonkey network by connecting and getting registered
to one of the servers. The server is picked from the server
list which is recorded in the client’s configuration file. The
server list can be updated or deleted from time to time au-
tomatically or manually. In this paper, we will name the
connected server as current server (CS) of this client. After
the client successfully connects to the server, the informa-
tion of clients including its shared files are reported to server.
Simultaneously, the client can launch keyword-based search

queries to servers to find the files it want to get. The server
may respond with the list of files which contains the queried
keyword and their owners as well. Then the user can choose
the file which he is interested in and begin downloading from
the file owners directly. It should be noted that one server
may exchange information with others if there is no answer
for the queried keyword in its buffer. That is, One server
can forward and respond clients’ search queries instead of
the CS of the client. Compared with the full decentral-
ized system, this search method is much more efficient. In
addition, the broadcast storm can be partially avoided by
the adoption of two-layer structure. There are hundreds of
servers in eDonkey network. Therefore, in such two level
structured system, steady running of the servers is of vital
importance to the whole system. The sudden shutting down
of most servers in September 2007 seriously affected eDon-
key network, even triggered the discussion about whether
edonkey network could survive.

The fake server problem is noticed for the first time
when we are doing measurement-based studies on the file
distribution of eDonkey in last year. We found there are
some servers in the network which always provided the clients
with wrong MD4 checksums. We checked the recent pub-
lished papers but no relevant explanations for the phenomenon
are found. To our surprise, we found that the problem of
fake servers in eDonkey network is a rather hot topic dis-
cussed at some P2P forums as well as some authoritative
websites [11,12]. These discussions can be summarized as:

1. There do exist some organizations, which launch fake
servers deliberately in eDonkey network, for example
RIAA and MPAA.

2. As a consequence, many eDonkey users, even users in
universities, have been caught and monitored by fake
servers and received summonses.

3. As a counter measure, a blacklist of fake servers is
posted by other communities to protect the eDonkey
users from being caught and polluted.

Having these in mind, we plan to study fake servers in
these P2P systems comprehensively and thoroughly. After
designing a feasible measurement method, we developed our
crawler and collected datasets from abundant users. After
careful analysis, some insights and useful conclusions are
reached.

3.2 Measurement Methodology
To estimate the effects brought by fake servers accu-

rately, large amounts of long time records of users’ CSes are
needed. Thus the two key issues of our measurements are
how to trace and record the servers’ long time behaviors
for mass users and how to determine the nature of server
(fake or normal). To solve these two problems, in the paper
we devised our measurement procedures and components to
capture the datasets needed, which are described in detail
next:

1. User Collection and Sample Selection component
(UCSS): for the source code of eDonkey is open, it’s
easy for us to modify the related component to record
the information needed. Using our crawler, we send
some wildcard queries to CS to collect as much as pos-
sible potential eDonkey users’ IP addresses. Then we



Figure 2: Compare the user numbers propor-
tion of the top 19 servers between web Stat.
and our trace

Table 1: Server Proportion
Number of total server 271
Number of fake server 161(59.4%)

Number of potential fake server 60(22.1%)
Number of normal server 50(18.5%)

trace these users one by one and choose a suitable size
of reachable sample set for long time tracing.

2. Sample Trace component (ST ): After choosing the
clients set for tracing, we periodically send queries to
each host directly according to the public protocol of
eDonkey and records their CS in the database.

3. Fake Server Detection component (FSD): After get-
ting the CS set, we go on to test if each recorded CS is
a fake server or not. To recognize the fake servers more
accurately, some tricks and heuristics are adopted. Af-
ter we did some experiments on those fake servers
which have been listed in blacklist, two obvious fea-
tures of fake servers are revealed.

(a) Because the file hashes (MD4) is the sole identity
for each file being shared in eDonkey systems, we
can try to query for the files whose MD4 value
are already known. Then we can compare the
responded MD4 value with known value. It’s re-
vealed that fake servers always return wrong MD4
value, which is one of the measures adopted by
copyright protectors.

(b) Comparing with normal servers, the fake servers
will return much fewer results when encountering
the queries with wildcard characters.

Based on these two features, we developed the real-
time fake server detection component FSD. Then fake
servers can be identified if both features can be met in
these servers.

3.3 Measurement Setup
As mentioned in last subsection, we firstly modified one

of the eDonkey clients (eMule) to collect users’ IPs. Differ-
ent from [9], we launch queries by searching files instead of
by nicknames. After recording the results responding from
these CSs, we collect more than 100,000 unique IP addresses.

Because of some well-known problems, such as NAT, DHCP,
firewall or random port selection, not all recorded IP ad-
dresses can be reached for a long time. We monitored these
users one by one and only 22,885 reachable ones are left
for crawling in next step. Secondly, as a trial, we picked
up 1757 users randomly for long time cyclical tracing. For
each cycle, we will initiate a TCP connection request to each
user. Once the TCP connection is established, we will then
send hello message [10] to users according to open eDonkey
protocols. All responses from these users are captured and
saved into files for future use. It should be noted that we
choose 30 minutes as our crawling interval based on our pre-
tracing analysis. We find the average online time of users
is much more than 30 minutes, so our crawler can connect
to most users with high probability and record the status of
their CSes consequently. We ran our crawler for more than
24 days (from July 1, 2007 to July 24, 2007) and gathered
391232 pieces of valid records. Finally we adopt the FSD
to judge the nature of the servers. The union of our results
and the fake servers which have been posted by forums and
websites, composes the fake server base set for our analysis.

All above crawlings and tests are run on a 1.8 GHz PC
with 640 MB RAM and a 100 Mb/s NIC.

4. BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS OF USERS AND
FAKE SERVERS
To verify the validity and comprehensiveness of our

datasets, we made a simple comparison based on the datasets
from popular eMule websites [11, 12] and from our crawler.
We choose 19 servers which are found and listed in both
datasets, and calculate the occupied proportion of the num-
ber of users among different servers. The results are shown
in Fig.2. It’s obvious that both datasets match very well to
each other, which confirms the availability of our datasets.

In this section, we’ll firstly present our analysis results
from servers’ view. After the successful identification of fake
servers, we will go on to study the influence of these fake
servers. Furthermore, the popularity(rank) of fake servers
and their geographical characteristics are discussed. Sec-
ondly, from ordinary users’ perspective, users selection be-
havior are revealed based on our measurements, and the
probability of potential encounters between good users and
bad ones are shown. Finally, we’ll raise some suggestions to
both ordinary users and copyright protectors.

4.1 Characteristics of Servers
What are the features of servers in different categories?

Do the fake servers work well? These questions will be an-
swered in this subsection from our analysis.

4.1.1 Classifying servers
In total there are 271 servers which have been captured

by our crawler. And the results are listed in table 1. Among
them 60 servers cannot be reached by our PC crawler. We
name them as potential fake servers because most normal
servers will be online for most of the time and are easy to
be connected. Only the fake servers will change their IP
addresses frequently and go offline at any time. As for the
other reachable servers, we adopt the two heuristics, which
have been mentioned above to identify the fake ones. With
the aid of the blacklist published in forums, we can confirm
the nature of the servers which are captured in our trace. It’s



Figure 3: The evolution of IUP(influenced user
percentage) in 24 days

revealed that nearly 60% are fake servers, which surprise us
very much.

4.1.2 Effect of fake server
After identifying fake servers, we go on to study the

ratio of users who have been affected by these servers. We
think IUP(influenced user percentage), which is defined as
the ratio of users who have ever connected to any fake servers,
should be a good metric to evaluate the pollution effect of
fake servers. In Fig.3 it’s plotted the IUP evolution curve
with time. It’s obvious that the IUP increases at low speed
and becomes saturated around 0.30. It means that of all
users we collected, only about 30.9% ones have logged on at
least one of the fake servers during 24 days. Considering the
large portion of fake servers, which is shown in Table 1, we
think fake servers don’t work well to protect the copyrights
of files. The reasons will be explained and proved in detail
in next subsection.

4.1.3 Rank of servers
We sorted all servers by the number of unique users

who have logged on the server at least once. One user who
has logged on different servers will be calculated once in
each server’s statistics. The rank results are shown in Fig.4.
One line in the log-log coordinates system indicates that the
number of users for each server follows the power-law distri-
bution. The obvious three colored regions denote different
categories of servers. From the graph, it’s revealed that the
normal servers, which have been connected by most users
collected in the trace, are more popular than fake servers
(red asterisks) and potential fake servers (green triangles).
Though there are few fake servers (in top 15) which rank
before most normal servers, the users logged on them will
not stay for long time (see more in 4.2.2). As for the poten-
tial fake servers, the relatively few users and low reputation
confirm us their unstable and dynamic characteristics.

4.1.4 Geographical property of fake servers
Adopting GeoIP[13], we can easily retrieve the locations

by sending queries which contain the IP addresses of these
servers. In table 2, it’s shown that about 73.9% fake servers
are from North America (the location of RIAA and MPAA).

Based on the analysis presented in this subsection, we
conclude that fake servers, which are mainly located in North
America, failed to connect to and pollute most users, though
they account for nearly 60% or more in quantity. In addi-
tion, the existing static fake server blacklist is useless for

Figure 4: The rank distribution of servers dur-
ing our observation

Table 2: Geographical Property Of Fake Servers

Geographical region Number of fake servers

North America 119(73.9%)

Europe 41(25.5%)

Asia 1(0.6%)

capturing most dynamic fake servers. We recommend that
some feature-based real-time heuristics, such as FSD, can
be adopted to detect these unstable servers.

4.2 User behaviors on Fake and Normal Servers
In this subsection, we try to answer these questions.

How do users select servers? How long do users stay on
different categories of servers? Do fake servers affect users’
behaviors? For the convenience of analysis, we partition all
users into two sets: (1)Bad users who have connected to fake
servers. (2)Good users who haven’t connected to any fake
servers.

4.2.1 User behaviors on server selection
In order to display the relationship between users and

servers comprehensively, Fig.5 is plotted. In Fig.5(c) the
dynamic connection behaviors of all users are plotted. As
shown, the two obvious vertical lines at about 50 and 200
divide all servers into three categories: normal servers, fake
(listed) servers and unreachable servers from left to right.
Similarly, the two fields which are separated by a horizontal
line denote two different categories of users: those whose ID
below 600 are bad users while others are good ones. It’s
indicated that 1) users always have strong preference on
server selection no matter which category of servers is con-
sidered. 2) As for the normal servers, both bad and good
users have similar preferences to some well-known servers.
Fig.5(a) is the compression mapping and generalizability of
Fig.5(c) and similar conclusions can be drawn. We infer that
the selection preferences are the consequences of the design
of eDonkey client software. The server which has been con-
nected successfully last time will be remembered and have
higher priority to be connected this time.

Additionally, it’s obvious that even bad users will still
tend to connect to normal servers than fake ones though fake
servers account for much higher in number, which makes the
pollution effect further discounted.

4.2.2 Users stay property on servers



Figure 5: The user-server connections analyzed
graphs

In this subsection, we will analyze users’ dynamic be-
haviors in time domain. Fig.6 shows some random selected
users’ traces, and the x-axis represents the time and y-axis
denotes servers’ ID. The servers whose IDs are less than 50
are normal servers. From the frequent hops of green lines in
top 3 subplots, it can be seen that, even for bad users, they
will still stay on normal servers in most of its online time.
Fake servers can only disrupt these stay curves but cannot
make users attached to them for a long time. The ratio the
bad users’ stay time on fake servers are calculated, and the
distribution is drawn in Fig.7. The x-axis is the time per-
centage of bad users on fake servers, while the y-axis is the
number of users who fall into the interval of this stay time
ratio. It seems 50% bad users take less than 10% of their
stay time on fake servers.

4.2.3 Potential contacts between good and bad users
From above analysis, it has been proved that the fake

servers are failed to attract users to stay for a long time.
However, the probability of potential pollution should not
be neglected if fake servers make good use of bad users to
spread polluted files or viruses. We calculated the co-server
time, which is defined as the minimum time interval when
one good user meets another bad user on the same normal
CS. More formally, let tg be a given online time of a given
good user, Stg be the server this good user connected at time
tg, TB(Stg) be the set of all online times of bad peers that
connect to server Stg, then the co-server time is defined as
Min(tg(Stg)-TB(Stg)) . After accumulating enough samples,
in Fig.8 we plot the PDF in black dotted line and CDF in
blue star line of the co-server time. It’s revealed that a good
user has over 94% probability to meet a bad user if it stays
on a normal server for more than 30 minutes.

From this subsection, we conclude that fake servers can-
not attract users to stay longer. However, fake servers do
disrupt users’ stay time distribution at the rank of normal
server. And potential frequent contacts between good and
bad users should be noticed and utilized by copyright pro-
tectors. We are interested in user behaviors on selecting
servers, and we plan to model the users’ server selection be-
haviors in further work.

4.3 Some Suggestions
For users in eDonkey networks, choosing trustworthy

servers and refusing to exchange or update server list are
passive but secure strategies. The static blacklist method

Figure 6: Random selected user traces

works very limited and cannot keep up with the dynamic
update of fake servers. So we think client software devel-
oper should import a real-time fake server-detecting mod-
ule, which is similar to our FSD. The feature-based online
detection method can effectively find those dynamic fake
servers as well as static ones.

Fake servers do bring some troubles to users, but they
can’t catch most of users. Considering the rank distribution
of servers, make full use of a few popular servers instead
of establishing many unpopular ones, is much more effec-
tive in manipulating users. Furthermore, utilizing bad users
can influence the pollution diffusion in eDonkey networks
greatly, for the probability of two users of different kind is
high enough.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we evaluated a typical real tussle[1]–fake

server problem between copyright protectors and users in
eDonkey networks based on our real measurements. After
analyzing the trace collected for more than 24 days, we find
that fake servers, which are in the majority in number, have
been connected to by only 30.9% users. It seems that fake
servers cannot catch primary or expert users. The conclu-
sion can be made that nowadays fakes servers don’t work
well for protecting the copyright of files. Therefore, usurp-
ing popular servers may be a better method to collect a
large amount of clients’ information, considering the rank
distribution (Zipf-like) of servers.

However, fake servers do disrupt user’s stay time dis-
tribution. In addition, good users have high probability of
contacts with bad users. Then copyright protectors can pol-
lute or even destroy the eDonkey networks by utilizing users’
potential frequent contact chances. In this way, we could not
underestimate the influence of fake servers. For defenders,
it’s suggested that client software developers should import a
feature-based detection module for fake servers. Thus users
could avoid being polluted by most of fake servers more ef-
fectively.

In future work, we will improve our crawler to trace
more users and their long time behaviors more comprehen-
sively. On one hand, these datasets can help us confirm our
conclusions more extensively. And on the other hand, we
will try to model users’ selection behaviors on servers and
devise a mechanism for load balancing. Measuring the pol-
lution and attacks in kademlia network[14] also interests us



Figure 7: Stay time ratio of bad users on fake
servers

very much.
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